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S OVERVIEW
White  Line  Fever  is  a  tabletop  combat  game  where  any  number  of  players 
maneuver toy cars around the table and try to destroy each other. The goal of the 
game is to be the last player alive.

S COMPONENTS
Flat playing surface, terrain and obstacles, Hot Wheels cars, one eight sided dice 
(D8) per player, one six sided dice (D6) per car, one rectangular Template 3"x2".

TODO Component picture

Roll Off: If the rules call for a “roll off” all players roll a D8. Re-roll ties. Whoever 
gets the highest result wins the roll off.

S TEMPLATE
TODO Notes on Template terminology, such as length (3”) and width/short (2”)

TODO BRAINSTORM Something should be on the back? Or just fully reversible?
^   <-- 3" -->
2"  1" box with "Minimum" written and a line drawn. Then a 1" box with a Hit 
Chart summary. Then a 1" box with "Minimum" and the same line

S SPEED
The Speed of each car is marked by putting a D6 beside the car. The minimum 
Speed is 1, and the maximum is 6.

Note each interval represents 10mph, so Speed 2 = 20mph, and top Speed 6 = 
60mph.

TODO Picture of two cars with D6s beside them (of 2 and 6)

S CONDITIONS
Throughout the course of the game different Conditions can be applied to cars:

Spin Out Flip Over Destroy Explode

Speed -1 -2 X X

Effect Face the car in 
the opposite 
direction

Flip the car over 
(if already upside 
down then 
Destroy instead)

Remove the car 
from the table

Same as Destroy, 
except all cars within a 
Template length suffer 
an attack equivalent to 
Fire Weapons (no 
modifiers).

Note that multiple conditions are culmulative, so a car that is required to Spin Out 
(-1 Speed) then Flip Over (-2 Speed) would reduce their Speed by 3.

TODO Picture of two cars spun out and flipped over
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S SETUP
Find a playing surface (normally 4'x'3') and choose a number of Hot Wheel cars to 
use per player. Assume around 10 minutes of playtime per car (so 3 per side is 
around a 30 minute game). Obstacles can be setup as desired.

Next the players should decide the type of deployment to use: Arena or Highway. 
If no decision can be reached roll off and the winner decides.

Arena: Split  the  play  area  in  half  (either  horizontally  or  vertically),  and  each 
player can setup within their half of the table only.

Highway: Set up cars anywhere on the table, as long as they are not within a 
Template length of another car.

The players then roll off to see who places a car first. That car must be placed 
within the deployment restrictions, then the Speed is set and marked using a D6. 
Alternate clockwise to the next player, who does the same, and so on until all cars 
have been placed.

Finally players roll off and the winner has the first round.

TODO Picture of a setup table with obstacles and with components handy

S ORDER OF PLAY
The player who has the current round is called the Driver. They choose 1 of their 
cars to act (following the steps below). Once complete play proceeds clockwise in 
a round-robin fashion with each player getting a chance to be the Driver.

1. Restore OR Set Speed
2. Choose Gear (Forward or Reverse)
3. Perform Maneuvers

• Remember Control Check!
4. Fire Weapons

Restore: If the car is upside down (from a Flip Over) restore it to driving condition.

Set Speed: The Driver can raise or lower the car Speed by up to 2.

Choose  Gear: The  Driver  is  assumed  to  be  going  Forward  unless  otherwise 
specified.
The Driver can choose to Reverse this round, which means their car can turn as 
normal, but all Straight manuevers must be done backwards.

Perform Maneuvers: Then the Driver must perform 1 Maneuver per 1 Speed. See 
below for details.
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Control  Check: Once  per  round  after  any  Maneuver  (and  before  any  Fire 
Weapons) an opponent can call for a Control Check. See below for details.

Fire Weapons: Once per round after any Maneuver the Driver can choose to Fire 
Weapons. See below for details.

S MANEUVERS
Each Maneuver is either  Straight or a  Turn. The first Maneuver of each round 
must be Straight, and a car cannot perform two Turns in a row. You cannot pass or 
skip a Maneuver.

Straight: Using the length of the Template measure a line (minimum 1”) from 
and to a consistent point on the car. Then move the car along that line.

TODO Picture of straight measuring

Turn: Use the width of the Template to turn up to 90 degrees.

Place the short side of the Template against the rear wheels of the car, with the 
overhang to the side you wish to turn.

Note that for ease of play any obvious turns can be done without the Template. 
Measuring is really only necessary if the Driver is getting close to the 90 degree 
angle.

TODO Picture of turning left and right

Bootleg  Turn: Special Maneuver (counts as turning) to switch the heading and 
direction of a car.
A forward moving car can spend 4 Maneuvers to perform a Bootleg Turn. Spin the 
direction of the car and shift it 1" to the left or right side.

Because a Bootleg Turn uses 4 Maneuvers, and the first Manuever of each round 
cannot be a turn, a car needs to be going at least Speed 5.

TODO Step by step picture of Bootleg Turn

S CONTROL CHECK
Once per round after the Driver has finished a Maneuver, and before any Fire 
Weapons, an opponent can shout "Check!". The Driver immediately rolls a D8.

Pass: If the result is greater than or equal to the car Speed they have maintained 
control and may proceed as normal.

Note this means Speed 1 is an automatic success, so no roll is necessary.

Fail: If  the result  is  less  than the car  Speed the Driver  loses  control  and the 
opponent that shouted can place the car facing any direction they want, and then 
perform 1 Straight Manuever with that car.
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Note this  counts as 1 Straight  Manuever for the Driver  (if  possible).  Then the 
Driver may proceed as normal.

Adrenaline: If the Driver is outnumbered and only has 1 car left they can ignore 
all Control Checks.

S FIRE WEAPONS
Once per round after any Maneuver the Driver can choose to Fire Weapons.

Target: Choose a target the car can see (no obstacles or other cars in the way) 
and is in the attacker's forward 180 degree arc. When in doubt trace a line from 
either front tire to any tire on the target.

Resolution: Once a target is declared, the Driver rolls a D8 and compares to the 
target’s Speed.

The Driver can apply situational modifiers to their roll result:
Modifier Name Requirement

+1/-1 Short Range Target within a Template length (measure wheel to wheel)
+1/-1 Back Shot Target is hit in the rear 180 degree arc
+1/-1 Helpless Target is already upside down (from a Flip Over)

For example if the Driver has a Back Shot on their target they could change a roll 
of 5 to 4 (-1) or 6 (+1).

After factoring in modifiers compare the final result to the target’s Speed:
Result vs Target Speed Target Effect

< (less than) Miss, no effect

= (equal) Flip Over

> (greater than) Spin Out

Result is 7 or 8 Destroy

Result is 9 or higher Explode

Note this means car Speed 1 is always hit, but the severity can still vary.

S COLLISIONS
If a car runs into another car or an obstacle a Collision happens.

Car vs Car: All involved cars immediately Spin Out, and the Driver instantly ends 
their round (meaning they cannot do anymore Manuevers, Control Checks or Fire 
Weapons).

Then all involved players roll off. Whichever car loses also Flips Over.
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Car vs Obstacle: The car Spins Out, then Flips Over, then the Driver ends their 
round. The obstacle is unaffected.
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